Imagination Can Take You There!

Shop At Home
January 1996

FREE LEGO Club Offer
see page 3

Filled with Over 200 Kids’ Favorites... Special NEW Models... LOOK Inside!
Imagination is a miraculous thing. It takes away the words "can't" and "shouldn't" and "impossible." And replaces them with words like "I am" and "I can" and "I will!"

Imagination lets your child battle a dragon. Or hoist a sail. Or explore the galaxy. Or be a mommy. And it's in tribute to your child's imagination that we proudly present our latest LEGO collection.

On these pages you'll find over 200 sets, including 40 exclusive or hard-to-find items -- toys that give your child unlimited possibilities for play and discovery.

We hope you enjoy looking through this catalog as much as we've enjoyed putting it together for you. And we hope our collection finds a place in the wonderful world of your child's imagination. But most of all, we hope our toys help your child discover the thrill of "I can!"

"This classy castle is a boo-tiful place to live!"
**Royal Knights Castle**

Adventure and mystery await you within the many secret rooms and hidden passages of the royal castle. When danger threatens -- quick -- close the drawbridge, and let the brave knights protect the King and his treasure. If all else fails, there's a skeleton and a glow-in-the-dark ghost to scare intruders away!

Ages 8-12. 243 pieces.

#6090 Royal Knights Castle $109.00

Spring into action with this cool catapult!

Check out the working drawbridge!

With the ghost and skeleton around, no one in this medieval town can steal the King's crown!

For more Castle items -- see page 32

---

**A Message for Mom and Dad:**

There's a LEGO toy for every age and stage of your child's development.

The LEGO Company makes toys for kids of all ages -- from infants to teenagers. (Even some grown-ups have been known to be avid collectors!) To help you choose the most appropriate toy for your child, we print suggested age guidelines for each toy throughout the catalog.

**CLUB**

Look for this special symbol throughout the catalog.

Sets with this symbol contain an application to join the LEGO Club for FREE! See order form for details.

**Our Prices INCLUDE Shipping & Handling!**

With the LEGO Shop at Home Catalog, your budget won't be nibbled away by extra charges. The prices you see include regular shipping and handling.

**Day-After-Tomorrow Delivery -- Only $5!**

Need it quick? Express delivery is now available for a small extra charge. Call by 2 p.m. Eastern Time and you can get fast, direct, door-to-door delivery anywhere in the continental U.S. in just 2 business days!

**The LEGO Quality and Service Guarantee**

We believe our toys must live up to your highest expectations. And our service must live up to the quality of our toys. We hope that you will be totally satisfied with your order. But if there's any reason you're not, simply return it to us for replacement, exchange or prompt refund.

**Special New Phone Hours**

Call us any time -- 7 days a week -- to order your favorite LEGO toys. These new phone hours are effective through April 3, 1996. LEGO Experts and Customer Service can be reached Monday through Friday, 8 AM to 8 PM ET.
A. #6648 Mag Racer 56 Pieces $7.25

B. Hot Rod Club
Here's everything you need to keep your cars looking good and driving fast. The Hot Rod Club is stocked with tools, jack, extra wheel, hand truck, oil can and soda machine. Feel the pride of ownership as you build and maintain a bright red hot rod with real chrome-plated exhaust pipes, a yellow speedster, and black motorbike. Two drivers and mechanic included. Ages 7-12, 227 pieces. 
#8561 Hot Rod Club $28.50

C. Gas Stop Shop
Lots of action — just like a real gas station! The tanker is ready to deliver the gasoline. And the truck is standing by in case anyone needs a tow. To pay for gas, insert the special money into the slot on the pump. Then use the nozzles to dispense gas. If anyone needs repairs, you've got all the tools you need right here! 
#5582 Gas Stop Shop $24.50
D. Wave Master
If you like to go fast, this one’s for you. A sleek black speedboat is ready for the waves, full throttle ahead! When you're ready for the road, load the boat on its trailer, hop in the rugged off-road vehicle, trade your racing helmet for the driver’s cap — and you’re off! 127 pieces.

#636 Wave Master $13.95

E. Raven Racer
This low-riding dragster is built for winning, with two low wheels in front and two giant ones in back for hugging curves at top speed. You can even do your own repairs with the complete set of tools included. A must for every LEGO car collection!

Ages 5-10. 61 pieces.

#639 Raven Racer $7.25

F. F1 Hauler
Sometimes even Formula 1 race cars need a lift, and now you can do the job! Build a tow truck that’s complete with a motorized tow cable and double flashing lights. Then tow your car to the pit, where you’ll find plenty of tools for any repair. Now you’re ready for the track! Includes 9V motor, two mechanics and driver. Ages 8-12. 254 pieces.

(Batteries not included)

#6484 F1 Hauler $16.95

**HARD TO FIND**
Motorized tow cable goes up and down!

Lights flash

**Formula 1**

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours A Day!
Explore the Unknown

Voyage, if you dare, into the farthest reaches of the universe in search of alien life. **PROCEED WITH CAUTION!** Protect your droids. Check your holograms. And if all else fails, reach for your lasers...

Now available at a retail store in your friendly neighborhood galaxy...

All this decoding is overloading my circuits. It must be time for a tune up!

Cool decoding equipment detects dangerous dinosaurs! Blue screen reveals dino clomping on a bone, red decoder reveals dino with mouth wide open.

#6899 Nebula Outpost

#6958 Android Base

#6856 Planetary Decoder

Includes application to join the LEGO Club... FREE!
Universe!

#6982 Explorien Starship

For LEGO Club Members Only!
Explorien's T-Shirt

The newest and coolest T-shirt for Explorien fans! This fun and rugged shirt is made of premium weight, preshrunk 100% cotton jersey for soft, comfortable wear. Machine wash and dry it as often as you like. It won't shrink or lose its shape and the water-based inks used in the design are environmentally sound and retain their brilliant color longer. Taped crew neck features two-piece collar that locks better longer. Full cut body and shoulders ensure a comfortable fit. Made in USA.

#1130 Explorien T-Shirt

(please specify size on order form)
Youth Sizes: M 10-12, L 14-16 - $11.00
Adult Sizes: S, M, L, XL - $13.00

LEGO Club Members can get this T-Shirt FREE! Watch for details in your January 1996 MANIA Magazine.

Back View

#6854 Alien Fossilizer

#6815 Hovertron

You'll receive messages from every corner of the Universe with this high-tech holographic screen.

Anyone speak Alien?
A. Sail N' Fly Marina
You'll have to think fast and move even faster to manage the non-stop action at the Sail N' Fly Marina. You've got a pier, dry docks, crane, workshop and a restaurant to manage. Plus two powerboats, a motorboat and a seaplane with rotating propellers! The crane really works — use it to move the V8 engines from one boat to the next. Includes seven marina workers. Ages 8-12. 694 pieces. #6543 Sail N' Fly Marina $85.00

B. #6669 Ambulance 71 pieces. $8.25

C. Surveillance Squad
Bad guys beware! The Surveillance Squad is armed for action! This awesome 10-wheel trailer truck holds three police officers and the latest tracking equipment, including a roof-top radar dish and rotating flood light. Inside, you'll find the latest computer technology and two seats that turn. 336 pieces. #6848 Surveillance Squad $38.00
by Land, Air & Sea ...

D. Coastal Patrol
Press the light on the foredeck of the Coastal Patrol boat to set the siren blaring, the lights flashing and the radar antenna spinning. Its full speed ahead to catch the speedboat carrying a smuggler and his suitcase full of stolen gold. (3 volt battery not included).
240 pieces.
#8483 Coastal Patrol $48.00

Features working lights and sound.

Did I tell you that I am afraid of heights?

E. Hook and Ladder
Four extension ladders and an extra long hose make this the best engine for battling the most dangerous fires of all — blazing skyscrapers! The bright red Hook and Ladder carries two fearless fire fighters and the latest rescue equipment, including oxygen bottles, an ax, and barriers to keep the crowds away. 173 pieces.
#6310 Hook and Ladder $21.99

Ladder extends more than 15 inches!

F. Flame Fighters
They're the bravest rescue workers of all — the fearless flame fighters who battle towering infernos every day of the week. And now you're in charge of the three story station, complete with control tower, helicopter with landing pad, chief's car and fully equipped fire engine. Four flame fighters included.
Ages 6+. 416 pieces.
#6371 Flame Fighters $33.00

Fire Engine includes 2 opening compartments to store rescue equipment like axes and oxygen tanks.

Hey Chief, walk this way!

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours A Day!
MADE for BABIES, APPROVED by MOMS

Ages 6-24 months

Now there’s a whole line of toys based on extensive research with mothers and babies. The Stack 'N' Learn Sets are easy and fun to stack, hold, spin, rattle and shake. Watch how the large, bright, colorful blocks and rattle sounds engage babies in fun play, while developing their senses.

B. What stacks up, must come down!
Because babies love to stack things up — and knock them down! Includes two cars, many colorful stacking blocks and a special rock-and-spin piece. Plus you get a figure, chicken and ladybug that make rattling sounds when shaken. 15 pieces.
#2084 Large Stack 'N' Learn Set $14.25

C. Baby Storage Bear
This cute little bear holds huge amounts of fun! Watch your baby reach inside to discover all kinds of engaging blocks and special pieces, including a penguin, a bear that rattles and an adapter block for use with traditional DUPLO blocks. When it’s time to tidy up, it’s fun to watch the pieces drop — plop — inside the bear’s tummy! 19 pieces.
#2089 Baby Storage Bear $18.50

D. Mix it, match it, stack it high!
Just think how happy your baby will be surrounded by colorful, safe, toys to stack, shake, roll and tumble! This deluxe set contains an elephant, a rattling penguin and walrus, a car, mirror block, a special rock-and-spin piece, plenty of brightly colored stacking blocks, a building plate and an adapter piece that lets your child add traditional DUPLO blocks when the time is right. 20 pieces.
#2085 X-Large Stack 'N' Learn Set $22.00
"LET'S PLAY HOUSE!" Ages 2-6

Preschool children spend hour after hour imitating the things they see their parents and other grown-ups do. That's how they learn! These DUPLO sets give your child the freedom to create wonderful, imaginary, safe places for playing "let's pretend."

E. My DUPLO House
"Ding, dong" -- the doorbell really rings! And that's just one of the wonderful surprises your child will find in the largest DUPLO house ever. In every room there are plenty of cupboards and appliances to keep little ones busy. Not to mention the fabric curtains that actually open and close! '77 pieces.
#2794 My DUPLO House $84.00

F. #2787 Sleepy Dreams Nursery
14 pieces. $10.00

G. Katie's Kitchen
Busy little hands will find plenty of "work" to do in this colorful kitchen! They can check the turkey in the oven, put the milk in the fridge, wash the pots and pans, then call friends on the phone! 20 pieces.
#2786 Katie's Kitchen $16.50

H. #2795 Living Room
9 pieces. $8.75

I. #2786 Laundry Room
10 pieces. $7.25

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours A Day!
A. Fire Station
Wait till you hear squeals of excitement when your child discovers the real working bell that calls the firefighters to action! The Fire Station has all the details of a real fire house -- a truck, a helicopter, a chute to slide down, hoses that attach to the vehicles and to the hydrant, telephones with handsets that can be lifted and held, a radar that turns -- and three brave firefighters ready to save the day! 47 pieces.

#2693 Fire Station $49.50

R-i-n-g! R-i-n-g!
Push the button to sound the alarm!

B. Fire Helicopter
Busy hands will find plenty to do at the Fire Rescue center -- spinning the propellers, opening and closing the cockpit, attaching the hoses to the hydrant and racing to the blaze! 22 pieces.

#2692 Fire Helicopter $25.00

All 4 DUPLO Fire items include fire hoses which connect easily to the fire hydrant and the truck.

C. #2690 Fire Chief 7 pieces. $8.25

D. My First Fire Engine
It’s one of the first vehicles every child recognizes -- the shiny red fire engine with its long, long ladder! Here’s one equipped to save the day, with a rotating ladder, hoses that hook on to the hydrant, a firefighter and his faithful dog. 13 pieces.

#2691 My First Fire Engine $18.75
E. My First Powered Train Set
At a certain stage children learn that they have the power to make things react to their touch. See the fun your young engineer will have making the train run and stop, go backwards and automatically change direction. And to add to the fun, each of the four functions responds with its own unique sound. The battery powered DUPLO Play train can go everywhere — it runs on the track and directly on the floor. Plus, unlike ordinary toy trains, your child builds both locomotive and wagons and then can redesign them his or her own way. It's a toy that stays fresh, a new adventure each time. Ages 3-6. 61 pieces.

#2730 DUPLO Battery Train $85.00

Add to the FUN!

Additional Tracks
(Not pictured)
Sometimes you just need a bit more track to make the train go where you want it to. These track sets give you infinite flexibility.

F. #2734 Six Straight Tracks measure 30 inches. $6.50

G. #2735 Six Curved Tracks build a 22 inch half circle. $6.50

H. #2306 Large Red Baseplate 15" x 15". $12.25

I. #2304 Large Green Baseplate 15" x 15". $12.25

J. #2303 Medium Building Plates Set of 2: each approximately 3 3/4" x 7 1/2". $6.50

K. Level Crossing
Now you can bring your train through town. Flip down the level crossing when the train comes by. Flip it up and your DUPLO vehicles can cross over. 7 pieces.

#2740 Level Crossing $10.00

Baseplates
Even big imaginings need a place to start — and our baseplates do the job. In two sizes, to suit every building project.

Satisfaction Guaranteed 1-800-453-4652 Shop with Confidence
Animal Fun Around the World!

A. Water Park
Take preschoolers to a water park and watch their eyes open wide in wonder. This deluxe DUPLO set captures all the fun and excitement of a real water park, with two killer whales to perform in the pool, a family of penguins to waddle around, a seal who does tricks for fish and polar bears to watch the show! 53 pieces.
#2670 Water Park $43.00

B. #2658 Baby Animals 8 pieces $8.75

C. Jungle Safari
What is it about wild animals that so fascinates young children? The elephant's long, long trunk? The giraffe's even longer neck? Or the way a monkey can swing from a tree? Your child will find many delightful adventures with this wild crowd -- and with the zebra-striped car and trailer, airplane, video camera, large safari baseplate, and three person crew. 33 pieces.
#2689 Jungle Safari $58.00

Heads on animal figures move up and down.
E. Animal Park

There's so much for little ones to see and do at the Animal Park! The monkey swings overhead. The giraffe nibbles on leaves. The hippos play. And the crocodile waits for its dinner. Comes with zoo keepers, feeding truck, a domed archway and plenty of animals for many hours of fun. 45 pieces.

#2567 Animal Park $33.00

D. Wild Cats

"Rrrrouh! "Grrrr..." say the lions and tigers and panthers. "Watch me!" shouts your child, playing with seven wild cats, a green hill for their adventures, a family to visit them -- and tasty steaks for feeding times. 23 pieces.

#2565 Wild Cats $23.75

F. through L.

DUPLO Families
11 pieces in each set. $13.25 each

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours A Day!
Mom! Dad! Look What I Built!

A. 3+ Bucket
Here’s a bucket full of amazing possibilities! Put an elephant on wheels. Add a propeller. Turn it into a monkey. Then give it a door. Whatever you can imagine, you can build. Ages 3-12. 124 pieces.
#4133 3+ Bucket $16.50

B. 5+ Tote Pack
There’s no wrong way -- just lots of fun ways to build with all the pieces in this sturdy tote pack! Includes many special elements, like a tree, umbrella, flag, and flowers, as well as special colors like pink and mint green. Build a giant snail that’s also a house. Or an eagle that’s a boat. Or any other Sony things you can think up! Ages 5-12. 265 pieces.
#4151 5+ Tote Pack $14.25

C. 6+ Electric Building Set
Build the machines of your wildest dreams -- and set them rolling with the electric motor. You’ll find plenty of pieces to spark your imagination, including eyes, flags, propellers, gates, and -- of course -- monster wheels! Plus a driver and a mechanic to keep your creations zooming. Ages 6-12. 348 pieces.
#4163 6+ Electric Building Set $49.50

D. 5+ Build-N-Store Chest
The ultimate building adventure! You’ll find bricks of every shape, size and color. Plus wheels, doors, windows, steering wheels and more. All packed in a chest with three compartments for storage, a handle for carrying, and three baseplate lids. Ages 5-12. 683 pieces.
#4153 5+ Build-N-Store Chest $41.50

All 4 Freestyle sets include applications for a FREE LEGO Club membership!
**Build It Your Way**

with these Essential Extras!

**E. Roof Bricks**
Give your buildings, castles, and towers real-locking roofs. Or use these sloping bricks to build race cars, a ramp - the list is endless.

#5151
Steep Sloped Bricks (45 degrees). 59 pieces. $5.25

**F. #5152**
Low Sloped Bricks (25 degrees). 60 pieces. $5.25

**G. #5161**
Inverted Roof Bricks 16 pieces. $3.00

**H. Doors & Windows**
Plenty of doors and windows in this 38-piece assortment.

#5149 Doors & Windows $5.25

**M. Bricks in Six Colors**
Expand your LEGO brick collection with these LEGO bricks in 6 colors. 62 bricks per package.

- **J. #5140 - Red**
- **K. #5141 - Blue**
- **L. #5142 - White**
- **M. #5143 - Yellow**
- **N. #5144 - Black**
- **O. #5145 - Gray**

$5.25 each per color.

**L. Hinges & Couplings**
Towers, cars, barns — almost everything you build is more fun with doors that really open and close. These hinges do the job. 31 pieces.

#5185 Hinges & Couplings $3.00

**N. #5163**
Inverted Roof Bricks 16 pieces. $3.00

**P. Brick Separator**
Everyone needs one! This tool makes it a snap to pull those small plates apart.

#630 Brick Separator $2.25

**S. #628 X-Large Gray Baseplate**
15" x 15" $11.00

**T. #629 3 Building Plates**
2-1/2" x 5" $5.50

**U. #626 Large Green Baseplate**
10" x 10" $5.50

**V. #627 Large Blue Baseplate**
10" x 10" $5.50

**W. Idea Book**
Build and create 28 new models for extra playtime fun with this 40 page Idea Book. Build 19 different town models, 3 castle models, a pirate boat and fort and 4 space vehicles! Oversized 8 1/4" x 11 3/4" for easy use.

#263 Idea Book $4.25

---

**Start your creations here!**

Mammoth creations like skyscrapers or eachamet castles do much better with a baseplate foundation. Each durable Building Plate forms a solid base for all your LEGO building bricks.

- **S. #628 X-Large Gray Baseplate**
  15" x 15" $11.00

- **T. #629 3 Building Plates**
  2-1/2" x 5" $5.50

- **U. #626 Large Green Baseplate**
  10" x 10" $5.50

- **V. #627 Large Blue Baseplate**
  10" x 10" $5.50

---

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours A Day!
A. Crystal Explorer Sub

As you glide through the deep, you spot something in the distance. Glimmering in the dark, it’s the crystal you need to survive underwater! Your sub is fully equipped for the mission, with a magnetic arm, a pincher arm, and a red box to store the crystals in. But first, open the cockpit door — and see if you can snatch the crystal away from the octopus!

Ages 7-12: 160 pieces.

#8175 Crystal Explorer Sub $33.00

Magnetic arm is perfect for lifting the red crystal storage box off the ocean floor.

Includes application to join the LEGO Club...FREE!
**Continues ...**

B. Deep Sea Predator

One look at this sub strikes fear into the heart of any Aquanaut. It's built for one purpose — to steal the precious hydrofoil crystals. A magnetic arm can pick up the red box full of crystals. And a pinch clasp can pick up just about anything else! At the helm is an Aquashark, armed with a harpoon and knifes, his only protection against the dangers of the deep sea. And swimming alongside is a man-eating shark.

Ages 7-12. 99 pieces.

#6135 Deep Sea Predator $21.00

C. #6115 Shark Scoop

25 pieces. $3.25

---

D. #6125 Sea Sprint 9

28 pieces. $4.50

---

E. #6104 Aquazone Divers

20 pieces. $7.25

---

G. Neptune Discovery Lab

Feel a sense of pride as you build and control the heart of the entire underwater operation—the lab where priceless crystals are harvested. The submarine uses its grabbing and magnetic arms to bring the crystals in. Use the crane to unload the crystals—then send the sub back out for another daring mission in uncharted territory. But watch out for that octopus—it looks hungry! Ages 8-12. 148 pieces.

#6195 Neptune Discovery Lab $99.00

---

I'm armed, but not dangerous.

---

With this working compass, you'll never get lost!

---

Scoop up crystals with sub's slick grabbing and magnetic arms!

---

Unload crystals on conveyor with crafty crane... Cool!

---

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours A Day!
A. Shuttle Launch Pad

It's a big mission, but you can do it—launch the shuttle into orbit then bring the crew home safely! The shuttle is complete in every detail, including a satellite, tank and boosters. There's even a working cargo door for loading supplies and an arm that can be turned in all directions to fix the satellite. The Shuttle Launch Pad also has a working hangar, adjustable spotlight, jib arm, and tools. Get ready for blast-off!

Ages 8-12, 536 pieces. #6339 Shuttle Launch Pad $56.00

Includes application to join the LEGO Club...FREE!
B. Shuttle TransCon 2
Fans of airplanes and space shuttles — this one's for you! The space shuttle has all kinds of realistic details — like a special arm that can be turned in any direction to launch satellites into space. And a cargo door that opens and closes. After an outer space adventure load the shuttle on to the back of the jumbo jet for the journey back home. Also comes with a repair vehicle, two workers, and an astronaut. 320 pieces.
#6544 Shuttle TransCon 2 $38.50

Launch Command Crew
Includes:
C. #6518 Moon Walker Ages 5-10
D. #6614 Launch Evac 1
E. #6336 Launch Response Unit
K6614 Launch Command Crew
Special Catalog Value! ONLY $27.50

C. #6518 Moon Walker Ages 5-10
23 pieces, $3.25

D. Launch Evac 1
When something goes wrong on a Launch Command mission, you'll have to move quickly. Speed to the scene in this emergency vehicle, equipped with hose and extinguisher to put out fires. There are fire ladders, too, in case you have to smash your way in! 121 pieces.
#6614 Launch Evac 1 $9.25

E. Launch Response Unit
Your job is critical to the success of every Launch Command mission. This mobile space station has a satellite to track the shuttle and a computer to monitor the mission. There's even a helicopter for an up-close view of the shuttle landing. 177 pieces.
#6336 Launch Response Unit $13.50

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours A Day!
A. #6649 Street Sweeper
   58 pieces. $7.25

B. Gas N' Go Flyer
   Build your own high-flying airplane, complete with cockpit-mounted camera, rotating nose wheel, a four-blade propeller and aerodynamic tail wings. Now use the truck to fill it with fuel, stow the suitcase behind the control panel, and you're ready for take-off. Includes fuel attendant and pilot.
   92 pieces.
   #6341 Gas N' Go Flyer $13.25

C. Sandy Point Marina
   Join the non-stop action at Sandy Point Marina! You've got a 4-wheel drive beach van that carries your windsurfing gear, a deluxe power boat and a fishing pier. Three marina adventurers with life jackets, fishing gear and a hungry shark add to the excitement. Plus, each set includes a coupon to join the LEGO Club FREE! 143 pieces.
   #1721 Sandy Point Marina A $17.44 Value. Now Just $15.00!
D. Century Skyway

All the action of a big city airport! The excitement begins on the runway, where you'll find a forklift, luggage carrier and fuel truck ready to take care of business. Then zoom down the runway in the two-engine jet, which has space inside for a pilot, four passengers and suitcase, too. Ready for more adventure? Take-off in the cargo helicopter or explore remote terrain in the tiny one-person helicopter. The airport has plenty more to keep you busy, with a control tower, VIP lounge and baggage area. 12 crew members included. Ages 6 - 12. 360 pieces. #6597 Century Skyway $109.00

EXCLUSIVE!

E. Breezeway Cafe

Restaurant comes complete with its own kitchen, juice bar, waiter, cook and 3 diners. "Ristorante" decals are included. Ages 7 - 12. 171 pieces. #6376 Breezeway Cafe $23.00

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours A Day!
Town Classics! All Under $10!

A. #6535 Dumper 41 pieces. $4.50

B. #8515 Stunt Copter 32 pieces. $3.25

C. #6598 Rebel Roadster 53 pieces. $4.50

D. River Runners
You’ll be ready for even the most treacherous white water rapids with three paddles, an outboard engine, backpack, hatchet, pickax, shovel, radio antenna and life preservers. Three river runners included. 73 pieces.
#6555 River Runners $7.25

E. #6525 Blaze Commander 47 pieces. $4.50

F. #6837 Hydro Racer 48 pieces. $4.50

G. Pothole Patcher
Keep your LEGO highway safe for travel with this special road repair vehicle. Includes construction worker and jackhammer for many hours of roadside fun. Ages 7-12. 93 pieces.
#6687 Pothole Patcher $9.25

Buy any 5 items on this page & save $4.50!
It’s like getting a FREE set! Call today!
**A. #5398**
Decorated Elements
43 Pieces $4.25

**B. #5132**
Wheels & Bearings
24 pieces. $3.50

**C. #5125**
Launch Command Accessories
30 pieces. $3.00

**D. #5057**
Space Accessories
27 pieces. $3.00

**E. #5126**
Crane Accessories
18 pieces. $3.50

**F. #5056**
Space Elements
37 pieces. $4.25

**G. #5033**
Lighting Bricks
5 pieces. $5.50

**H. #5098**
9V Battery Box
$5.50

**I. #5130**
Windows, Seats & Steering Wheels
14 pieces. $3.00

**J. #5133**
Town Accessories
47 pieces. 3.50

**K. #5050**
Airplane Accessories
21 pieces. $3.50

**L. #5131**
Hinges, Couplings & Turn Tables
27 pieces. $3.50

**M. #6314**
City People
27 pieces. $7.25

**N. #6318**
Trees, Flowers and Fences
49 pieces. $4.50

---

**Create your own road system!**

Create your own unique LEGO community road system then have fun building tunnels, bridges, buildings and more with your LEGO bricks. Or use these plates to build a winding raceway. All road plates are detailed with bicycle/jogging paths. Each plate measures 10" square. Two plates per package. $7.25

**Q. #6311** Curved Road Plates
**P. #6312** Straight Road Plates
**Q. #6313** Cross Road Plates
**R. #6310** T-Read Plates

---

**NEW!**

#K5033
Electric Light Kit
Includes:
- #5031 Lighting Bricks
- #5038 9V Battery Box

An $1.00 value. Save $1.00
ONLY $10.00

---

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours A Day!
Escape to Summertime FUN!

A. #6401 Seaside Cabana 94 pieces $8.75

NEW!

B. Country Club
Invite your friends to join you for fabulous fun at the Paradise Country Club. Tour the grounds in the horse-drawn carriage — or unhitch the horse and go for a ride! When you're ready for a rest, relax in the lounge chair and order a juice from the cafe. What a great way to spend the day! 272 pieces.
#6118 Country Club $42.03

C. Sand Dollar Cafe
Pretend you're in Hawaii! LEGO tourists can swim, sail or take a bike ride to the cafe for an ice cream cone or a cool drink. Ice cream cart and five tourists included.
155 pieces.
#6411 Sand Dollar Cafe $21.75
D. Pizza To Go
Everybody loves pizza — especially when it's delivered hot from the oven! Now you can build and manage your own pizzeria, complete with delivery truck, pizza flipper, fire pizzas, chef, driver and customer. Ages 6-12. 142 pieces.
#6359 Pizza To Go $17.50

E. Dolphin Point
Welcome to Dolphin Point — the new LEGO lighthouse where you'll find everything you need for a perfect holiday. The tower has an adjustable telescope — take a peek and see if you can catch a glimpse of a dolphin nearby. Visit the kitchen to make a quick snack. Or stop for an ice cream at the counter downstairs. There's a sailboat to take you around the lagoon — and a barbecue for grilling dinner. Plus lots more, like a cafe table with umbrella, a radio, even a colorful parrot! 198 pieces.
#6414 Dolphin Point $38.00

F. Hurricane Harbor
When disaster strikes, whisk to the rescue — by land, air or sea! Go full throttle in your high speed motorboat to save stranded sailors. Speed through the skies in your state-of-the-art chopper. Or drive off-road in your four-wheel-drive vehicle. The harbor base is equipped with the latest high tech equipment, like a computerized control room, radar and an aerial catamaran that you can turn. There's even a friendly dolphin to help you navigate the turbulent seas! 355 pieces.
#6338 Hurricane Harbor $49.50

Cool high tech computerized control room!
Be a MASTER SPY in OUTER SPACE!

The Spyrians are a group of villains who terrorize other inhabitants of the United Galaxies. They are very devious and steal satellites and rockets whenever they can. The monster robots are then positioned to guard the stolen equipment, keeping it away from the prying eyes of the Unitron forces.

A. Recon Robot
Your mission? Build the sneakiest spy robot in space! Recon Robot has six wheels for rolling over lunar landscapes, pincer claws for snatching space-age secrets, a computer box, and tools for emergency repairs. Astronaut included. Ages 7-12. 133 pieces.

#8889 Recon Robot $13.25

B. #6835 Saucer Scout 45 pieces $4.50

Use your imagination to build this spaceship, too! You'll find a hint on the package.

Hold the spaceship on each side and pull apart until it snaps open and releases the space vehicle. To reload the vehicle, place the spaceship over it and snap the spaceship back together. The space vehicle will stay inside!

C. Lunar Launch Site
Many hours of adventure await you at the Lunar Launch Site. It's the perfect hideout, with a landing strip, a tower with radar antenna, an all-terrain patrol vehicle and a trap door which leads to the underground control room. Two spies and a droid included. Ages 8-12. 274 pieces.

#6839 Lunar Launch Site $47.50

You can open the giant lunar mountain to reveal a secret rocket ship ready for take-off!
D. Saucer Centurion

Choose the Saucer Centurion for your most dangerous spying excursions. This super spaceship reaches warp speeds with powerful engines on its side, hull and rear. When you reach your destination, use the ship's robotic arm to collect interplanetary samples, then explore enemy territory with the eight-wheeled spy-mobile hidden inside the left cockpit. Droid and astronaut included.

Ages 7 - 12. 211 pieces.

#6539 Saucer Centurion $29.75

---

E. Robo Guardian

Introducing the biggest, most awesome and intimidating robot ever built – and he's yours to command! Use buttons on the back to control his arms 8 different ways. One arm contains a magnet, the other a claw for snatching top secret information. And there's more – like a mini-space ship hidden inside his swiveling head and a secret compartment big enough to hide a spy. Comes with two spies and a droid. Ages 8 - 12. 360 pieces.

#6949 Robo Guardian $38.50

---

Spy Master

Includes:

A. #6889 Recon Robot
B. #6959 Lunar Launch Site
C. #6939 Saucer Centurion

618 pieces in all.

#5939 Spy Master Just $82.

A $80.50 Value. You Save $8.50!
A. Monorail Transport Base
Combines the fun of a rollercoaster, a space adventure -- and building with LEGO bricks! This giant monorail system has a high-speed car that’s powered by a battery box to zip around the rail. Just turn it on when you want it to go off when you want it to stop. There’s even a way to make the car go backwards! Set its lights to flash an alert -- or shine steadily bright. At the lower level, load and unload passengers. The second level has the radar station. And the upper level functions as a launching ramp for cockpit modules and also houses the control room. Includes three space figures and a droid, ready to join you on many wonderful adventures. (3v battery not included.)
Ages 8-12. 568 pieces.
#6391 Monorail Transport Base $178.00

B. Crater Cruiser
Small, medium and large tires make this the best space mobile ever for cruising up and down the treacherous slopes of lunar craters. Comes with enough pieces to build a small spacecraft to hover overhead or check out the next galaxy! Two astronauts included.
180 pieces.
#1787 Crater Cruiser $21.00

CALLING ALL
Race this Monorail over 15 running feet of space track!
You can unload one module on the upper deck while you put it in reverse. Then, unload the other module right on to a trailer and cruise over some moon dunes.
Welcome to the crossroads of the universe! Where you'll find aliens from every corner of the galaxy... most of them looking for trouble. Luckily you've got the fastest monorail around to whisk troublemakers away before it's too late!

Yoo-Hoo! Hey up here! Who are you guys?

C. Star Hawk II
In a far away galaxy, two space explorers cruise across the cosmos in their sleek spaceship. This powerful Unitron craft features a detachable cockpit for emergency getaways. 288 pieces.

#1769 Star Hawk II $30.00

D. #5127 Antennas & Control Sticks
37 pieces. $3.50

Did anyone hear that? It must be a space fly.

E. #6705 Five Spces Explorers
34 pieces. $7.25
Charge into Action... with the Royal King and his Knights!

NOW Available!

**A. Kings Carriage**
A carriage fit for a king—and his royal treasure! This mighty chariot is drawn by two white horses, which gallop fast to keep the treasure safe. The coachman and guards are on the alert—they’ll defend the king and his gold at any cost.

- Ages 7-12
- 120 pieces
- #6044 King’s Carriage $16.50

NOW Available!

**B. Royal Drawbridge**
Raise the drawbridge to protect the Royal Knights’ fortress. But be careful—this fortress is full of surprises, like a trap door, secret rooms, a raft, hidden treasure, even a skeleton!

- Ages 8-12
- 251 pieces
- #6078 Royal Drawbridge $32.50

Hi-so, hi-so, It’s off to work we go!

I hope this doesn’t mean I’m Dopey!
Pull the lances out and the dragon’s tongue drops to let rocks fall on the real dragon.

Check out the Royal Knights Castle on page 3!

Watch out for the secret trap door!

C. Fire Breathing Fortress
Get ready for many happy afternoons defending the Fire Breathing Fortress. It’s full of surprises! Includes 5 knights and Majisto with glow-in-the-dark wand.
Ages 8-12. 333 pieces. #5082 Fire Breathing Fortress $64.00

D. Skeleton Surprise
A haunting addition to your LEGO Castle collection. A brave knight carrying a shield and spear approaches a mysterious tower, which is guarded by a spooky skeleton. 72 pieces.
#5036 Skeleton Surprise $9.25

E. #5136 Castle Accessories
10 pieces. $3.50
Features Royal Knight elements

F. #6008 Royal King
11 pieces. $3.25

G. #6105 Medieval Knights 28 pieces. $7.25

NOW AVAILABLE!

Surprise! Just thought I’d drop in!

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours A Day!
A. Enchanted Island
Many hours of adventure and discovery await you on the Enchanted Island. Tucked behind a tropical lagoon you'll find thatched huts, a mysterious cove, the king's balcony and a royal treasure chest. Plus there's a trick suspension bridge (it collapses) and a giant statue with a secret hiding place inside! Two pirates in a rowboat, live islanders, a red canoe and a hungry crocodile add to the fun. Ages 8-12. 412 pieces.
#6278 Enchanted Island $66.00

Complete your collection!

B. #6246 Crocodile Cage 56 Pieces. $7.25

C. #6236 King Kahuka 42 Pieces. $4.50

D. #5122 Pirate Accessories 22 Pieces. $3.00

E. #6256 Islander Catamaran Ages 7-12. 56 Pieces. $13.25
A Pirate’s Life for Me!

F. Rocky Reef
Two clever pirates have a treasure map, but can’t find the buried treasure. That’s because it’s hidden in a secret place, guarded by a spooky skeleton! Will the pirates give up and row away in their boat? Or will they stay to find riches beyond their wildest dreams? Only you can decide!
Ages 7-12. 101 pieces.
#6254 Rocky Reef $16.50

G. Imperial Outpost
Be on the alert! No time to rest when you’re on guard at the Imperial Outpost. A crafty pirate is locked in the cell – and he might find the secret escape hatch. Once he escapes, he can use the treasure map to find the gold. You have a cannon to protect the outpost. And if the pirates attack, you can row to shore for help!
Ages 7-12. 211 pieces.
#6259 Imperial Outpost $37.50

H. Skull Island
Enter, if you dare, the secret hideout of the pirates, hidden behind a giant skull! At the back of the island, pirates use a large rotating crane to unload booty from their boats. A cannon on the dock makes sure nobody tries to steal the treasure back! You’re ready for all kinds of adventure, with four pirates, two guards, two rowboats, treasure, a treasure map, swords, secret exits, a monkey, a parrot, and more.
Ages 9-12. 368 pieces.
#6279 Skull Island $53.00

Includes application to join the LEGO Club...FREE!
Satisfaction Guaranteed 1-800-453-4652 Shop with Confidence
HARD WORKING TRAINS FOR YOUR TOWN

A. Cargo Crane
Take this giant telescopic crane on the rails for loading freight cars! The crane rotates a full 360 degrees and can be raised and lowered with the turn of a crank. Comes with a service car, container, tools and two workers. 278 pieces.
#4552 Cargo Crane $38.50

B. Road N’ Rail Repair
Two kinds of fun! First maneuver the Road N’ Rail Repair on land as the shovel digs ditches to be used for new rails. Then attach the vehicle to a departing train for a ride along the railroad to the next worksite. 81 pieces.
#4525 Road N’ Rail Repair $10.00

C. Freight Rail Runner
Our biggest freight train ever! Build the bright yellow engine and three freight cars, load them with supplies, then watch them move along the large oval track. Use the speed regulator to slow down around the curves and go fast on the straightaway! Comes complete with 27” by 33” oval track, freight truck, loading ramp, 3 railroad workers, and speed regulator. Also includes building instructions for an additional 3 rail cars, locomotive and a truck. 587 pieces.
#4564 Freight Rail Runner $134.00

Sorry! Sold out!
D. Freight Loading Station
You're in charge of this bustling station, where busy workers load freight cars with their cargo. The moveable crane has a winch to raise and lower containers. The office has everything you need to manage the operation, including a cantina and a phone booth. Three rail workers included.
Ages 7-12. 377 pieces.
#4556 Freight Loading Station $73.00

E. Road 'N Rail Hauler
Test your skills at the crane...behind the wheel...and on the tracks! You'll need quick reflexes to load these massive cribs from the transport truck to the giant freight car. Then zoom the truck away for a fresher load. Hook the freight car to your train—and you're ready to roll! 446 pieces.
#4549 Road 'N Rail Hauler $52.00

Think of this as Grand Central Station for LEGO Trains.
Freight trains...passenger trains...cargo loaders...you name it. There's only one place in town where you'll find all these awesome LEGO trains—right here on pages 36-39! So load 'em up and let 'em roll...cause you're really on the fast track now!

F. Twin Tank Transporter
Hook these huge storage tanks to your train for a ride to the fuel stop. Then help the Octan driver load fuel into the barrels and onto his truck! 170 pieces.
#4537 Twin Tank Transporter $23.00

G. Car Transport Wagon
Take all kinds of LEGO cars for a ride on the railway! This extra long wagon has side boards that open and a special ramp that rotates to let vehicles on and off the wagon. 136 pieces.
#4544 Car Transport Wagon $18.75

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours A Day!
Discover the Thrill of MOVING Machines!

Each set includes building instructions for 2 models!

A. Dune Blaster
Build the ultimate beach racer! Use the realistic steering system to guide this machine up, down, and around. Watch the twin piston engine in action, and see the suspension system absorb the nastiest bumps. Next use the same pieces to build a giant chopper with monster tires. Add #8720 Power Pack (sold separately on page 42) to motorize your model! Includes building instructions for both models.

Ages 9 & up. 279 pieces.

#8829 Dune Blaster $39.75

B. Nitro Bike GTX
A red motorcycle built--by you--for riding the roughest roads. The handle bars really steer the bike. The rear shock absorbers take the roughest roads' abuse. This model comes equipped with wide tires to hug the curves, and a windshield to block the dust. The set also includes instructions for building a rugged three-wheeled off-road bike, which can be motorized with #8720 Power Pack (sold separately on page 42).

Lots of action -- at a special value price! 86 pieces.

#8210 Nitro Bike GTX $8.75

C. LEGO TECHNIC Team
The LEGO TECHNIC Team is just who you need to drive, fly, steer and operate your LEGO TECHNIC models. The three action figures have movable hands, arms, legs, feet and heads. Each is equipped with a safety helmet. 9 pieces.

#8714 LEGO TECHNIC Team $8.75

Includes application to join the LEGO Club...FREE!
**D. Aero Hawk II**
Build a helicopter with a gear system that spins both sets of chopper blades when you turn a handle. Once you've conquered that challenge, use the same pieces to build your own personal spy plane. Add the #8722 Power Pack (sold separately on page 42) to motorize your model!
Ages 8 & up. 147 pieces.
#8812 Aero Hawk II $16.50

**E. Road Rally V**
Feel the pride of building a winning racer. This sleek car boasts engine pistons that really move, rack and pinion steering, and an adjustable steering wheel. Ready for more? Test your skill by building an exciting helicopter. Turn the chopper’s rotor and watch the engine pistons rotate. Driver included. Includes instructions to motorize the race car. 35 pieces.
#8225 Road Rally V $14.25

**F. Off-Road Rambler**
Race across the roughest terrain with the Off-Road Rambler, which boasts a working steering system and rear wheel suspension. Add the #8720 Power Pack (sold separately on page 42) to motorize alternate model!
Ages 8 - 12. 184 pieces.
#8216 Off-Road Rambler $21.00

Alternate model

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours A Day!
Build it BIGGER... Make it MOVE!

Motorize the Helicopter!

Universal Set with Storage Case
Build awesome moving machines even when you're on the go. This yellow and black storage case is jam-packed with hundreds of LEGO TECHNIC pieces that can go where you go. Use them to build your own unique creations, or follow the clear instructions for a Truck and Motor Bike, a Six-Wheeled Crane, a Helicopter, a Hockey Player, a Trolley and a person rowing a boat. Ages 9 & up. 403 pieces. #8062 Universal Set with Storage Case $68.00

Add your own motor and watch models roar to life!

Look for sets marked with this symbol. Detailed instructions for motorizing at least one model with the Power Pack are included.

Designers Idea Book
It's 100 pages of action-packed fun! Our designers share their favorite ways to make everything from walking monster robots to sleek race cars. Whether you're just beginning or an experienced LEGO TECHNIC builder, this book offers amazing new ideas with many different functions. Colorful illustrations show you how to build these exciting models and understand how they work from the inside out.

#8891 Designers Idea Book $5.50

Power Pack
Wheels turn and motors run when you add the 9V power pack to your LEGO TECHNIC Sets. Includes motor, battery box, rubber belts, and assorted gears and bricks. Almost every LEGO TECHNIC set includes instructions to motorize models with the Power Pack. (Requires 6 AA Batteries - not included). 54 pieces. #8720 Power Pack $39.75

NEW!
LEGO TECHNIC Suitcase
This sturdy yellow and black storage case lets you build even when you're on the go. Lift-out tray and sectional dividers help organize your pieces. Case snaps closed and sturdy handle makes it easy to bring anywhere. Holds over 400 pieces. Similar to case in #8062. (Bricks sold separately.) #5232 LEGO TECHNIC Suitcase $15.75
BIG Machines & Even BIGGER Action!

HARD TO FIND

Includes complete instructions for this alternate model!

A. Pneumatic Crane Truck
You won't believe how realistic the action is until you see it with your own two eyes! The pneumatic crane turns, lifts and opens—just like the real thing. The truck has three axles, four-wheel steering and four supporting legs you can move up and down. For even more action, use the #8720 Power Pack (sold separately on page 42) to motorize the crane hook. Ages 11 & up. 841 pieces. #8460 Pneumatic Crane Truck $39.99

Scoops, Lifts, and Dumps!
C. Universal Building Set
You'll be amazed at what you can build with your own two hands! With the special pieces in the Universal Set, you can build a helicopter with rotating chopper blades, a beach buggy with a working steering system, an aeroplane, and a gymnast who flips over the high bar. And that's just the beginning -- instructions show you how to build six different models, then use your imagination to invent your own unique machines!
Ages 8 & up. 210 pieces.
#8032 Universal Building Set $28.50

D. Fire Engine
Be ready when emergency strikes with your own fully equipped, realistic fire engine! Use the steering wheel on top to guide the truck to hot spots. Turn the handle to release the hose and put the nozzle in the firefighters' hands! Then use the same pieces to build a rescue vehicle complete with trailer and boat. Comes with two firefighters. Ages 8 & up. 486 pieces.
#8220 Fire Engine $35.00

It really MOVES!

HARD TO FIND

Motorize alternate model!

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours A Day!
AMAZING... AWESOME...
THE ULTIMATE ACTION!

Includes realistic functions like a trunk that opens to show 8 working pistons!

EACH SET INCLUDES BUILDING INSTRUCTIONS FOR 2 MODELS!

A. Super Car
This is one huge machine—over a foot and a half long from end to end! This awesome test car has lots of realistic functions, like a working gear that you can shift from first to fourth speed. Plus 4-wheel steering and independent suspension, a trunk that opens to show 8 working pistons, 2 adjustable mirrors and headlights you can move up and down by the flick of a switch. And that's just the beginning! Clear instructions show you how to use the same pieces to build a sleek Formula 1 Racer! Ages 11 & up. 1,343 pieces. #8880 Super Car $139.00

More than 1,300 pieces!
The new modular system allows you to add a crane, winch and camera to your model in four different places. (Red dots in diagram indicate where the 3 pieces can be added.)

**New!**

**B. 3 In 1 Car (Available February 1996)**

Hours of action by land, air and sea! First build the amphibious vehicle with rack-and-pinion steering and movable crane. Next, piece together the helicopter, complete with 8-wheel landing gear and movable rotors. Then build the trailer and you're ready to roll! Ages 7 & up. 726 pieces

#8286 3 In 1 Car $64.00

**C. Rebel Wrecker**

Rebel Wrecker is the name, off-roadin' is the game! This monster truck has four balloon tires, six engine pistons that move up and down and a crane with working tow hook. Take the Rebel Wrecker apart and build an awesome dune buggy with the same pieces. Add #8720 Power Pack (sold separately on page 42) to motorize your model!

Ages 10 & up. 461 pieces.

#8858 Rebel Wrecker $59.00

Includes application to join the LEGO Club...FREE!

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours A Day!
Cool LEGO Wear!

A LEGO MANIAC Hat
Kids who love to build like crazy will love their own LEGO MANIAC hat. This six panel cotton/poly blend cap features sturdy ears to keep the sun out of your eyes, while unique adjustable cloth covered Velcro strap gives a comfortable, neat looking fit. Plus, the LEGO MANIAC design is stitched right into the hat (not a glued on patch) so your hat will look great for years. One size fits children ages 4 & up. Made in USA.
#1123 LEGO MANIAC Hat $16.00

EXCLUSIVE LEGO T-SHIRTS
You'll love these Cool LEGO T-Shirts! These fun and rugged shirts are made of medium weight, preshrunk 100% Cotton jersey for soft, comfortable wear. Machine wash and dry them as often as you like. They won't shrink or lose their shape and the water-based inks used in the designs are environmentally sound and retain their brilliant colors longer. Taped crew neck features two-piece collar that looks better longer. Full cut body and shoulders ensure a comfortable fit. Available in 4 bright and colorful, high quality screen prints shown. Made in U.S.A. (Please indicate size on order form). Youth Sizes: M 10-12, L 14-16 $11.00
Adult Sizes: S, M, L, XL $13.00

B #1125 Aquazone T-Shirt
C #1126 Launch Command T-Shirt
D #1122 Tooto T-shirt Youth Sizes Only: XS12-4T, S(4-6), M10-12 $11.00
E #1129 LEGO MANIA T-Shirt

Secret Castle Models
Look Inside...

Check out the Royal Knights T-shirt inside too!
Town Classics! ALL UNDER $10!

Buy any 5 items on this page & save $4.50! It's like getting a FREE set! CALL TODAY!

Not a Member of the Coolest Club?!
Now you can join the LEGO Club...FREE!
Look for this special symbol throughout the catalog.
The sets with this symbol include a membership application to join the LEGO Club for FREE!

Membership includes 6 issues of LEGO MANIA Magazine filled with building tips, photos of kid's creations, cool comics, contests to win LEGO building sets, special Members Only offers, and more!

Say Happy Birthday to Far-Away Friends with a LEGO Shop at Home Gift Certificate, the perfect present for any occasion. To order yours, simply write "Gift Certificate" on the order form and any amount $10 or over (amounts over $10, please make in $5 increments). We will send the certificate with a copy of our current catalog and your best wishes - to either your recipient's address or your own.